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Ref No. 14-56/2021-PCI (Approval process for 2022-2023 as.)

To concerned institutions

Sub: Clarification with regard to filling of information in SIF under “Pending Service Tax Paid”.

Sir/Madam

1. In SIF, there is a table titled “Pending Service Tax Paid”.

2. In this connection, it is clarified that -
   a) the PCI has forwarded the details of pending service tax to be paid by institutions wherever applicable.
   b) Hence the above column is to be filled by only those institutions which have received the said service tax details from the PCI.
   c) If you have not received the said details from PCI, the flow will be as under -

   | Pending Service Tax Paid | No |

   On filling No, other columns will not appear being non-mandatory field.

3. Further the institutions are requested to submit the SIF on priority to avoid last minute rush.

Yours faithfully

(ARCHNA MUDGAL)
Registrar-cum-Secretary